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A Significant UFO Document
The Phoenix Days have arrived on Earth as strange planetary changes take place everywhere.
Catastrophes are increasing worldwide—record breaking heat, wildfires and floods, giant
fissures opening up, mysterious booms coming from underground, devastating tornadoes and
hurricanes, strange sightings in the sky, toxic water everywhere, and animals and sea
creatures dying mysteriously worldwide. These events were foretold to indigenous people
and Native Americans for years by extraterrestrials known as the Star Beings. Earth
Mysteries investigator and renowned psychic Betsey Lewis was shown the same prophecies
given to Indigenous elders shortly after a UFO encounter at age seven. She believes the
recent glowing bird captured over Teton National Park by a webcam was the legendary
Phoenix warning humanity of massive cataclysms will increase and to prepare.
There are those who, within their hearts, sense monumental events coming; for these are the
ones who understand ancient wisdom and will be prepared for the changes as the Phoenix
takes flight over the planet. Earth mysteries investigator and renowned psychic Betsey Lewis
offers stories of ancient aliens, Reptilian abductions, abductees, alien-human hybrids, cattle
mutilations, the mysterious booms heard worldwide, chemtrails, and crop circles. This book
also includes monuments found on Mars, a great Martian civilization that died instantly, the
mysterious booms heard worldwide, time travelers, time shifts, frightening stories of UFOs
firing on Vietnam US soldiers, strange religious visions linked to aliens, and startling
prophecies linked to the Star Beings. Will Earth be destroyed by humans and their
destruction of the environment, by aliens or Planet X?
This book will change the way you view our planet, our relationship to Star Beings, our
governments and their knowledge of UFOs and aliens, and the future of our planet. A new
world is coming sooner than we think!
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About the Author
Author and Earth mysteries investigator Betsey Lewis is a gifted international psychic,
considered one of the best in her field. Her first paranormal event took place with her parents
at the age of eight-months-old, and at age three, she began communicating with her spirit
guides. At age seven, she began receiving frightening dreams and premonitions of disastrous
Earth changes now taking place worldwide after a UFO encounter. For the past forty years
Lewis has investigated aliens, UFOs sightings, ancient archaeological sites, conducted field
investigations into the bizarre cattle mutilations throughout the Northwest, and other
paranormal mysteries. She worked closely with renowned cattle mutilation investigator Tom
Adams during the 1970s and 1980s to uncover the mystery of the cattle mutilations. During
the 1990s she studied under two indigenous spiritual leaders. Her inspiration for writing
came from her famous step-uncle William Peter Blatty, author of the New York best-selling
novel, The Exorcist.
She has been a frequent guest on Coast to Coast AM with George Noory, and Ground Zero,
KCOR Radio Show, WGSO in New Orleans, and other popular radio talk shows. She has
penned nine paranormal/spiritual books and three children’s books. Visit her website and
daily Earth News blog at: www.betseylewis.com
STAR BEINGS TOPIC QUESTIONS

1. Your first UFO encounter happened with your parents when you were only 8-monthsold. You believe you and your parents were abducted by gray aliens—why?
2. Your second UFO encounter happened at age seven, and shortly after you began to
experience lucid recurring dreams of catastrophic Earth changes. Why do you believe
you were shown visions of major Earth events taking place now?
3. Ancient Vedic texts describe incredible flying craft and what could be modern
technology, nuclear weaponry and the horrible aftereffects of radiation on humans.
Describe what was written in the ancient Vedic texts.
4. Through the years a great many indigenous shaman and elders have come forward to
warn of catastrophic Earth upheavals and events, and most of them have been warned
by the Star Beings. What I have they predicted?
5. In 1983 Mary Summer Rain wrote about her Native American mentor No-Eyes in her
book Phoenix Rising and strange Earth changes which are taking worldwide. What
did No-Eyes foresee for Earth and why did she call it Phoenix Rising?
6. A glowing bird was recently photographed in July over Teton National Park near
Yellowstone. Why do you feel this was the legendary Phoenix and why do you think
it was connected to a huge fissure opening up near Yellowstone around the same
time?
7. Ancient Vedic texts describe incredible flying craft and what could be modern
technology, nuclear weaponry and the horrible aftereffects of radiation on humans.
Describe what was written in the ancient Vedic texts and why you believe aliens were
on Earth during that time.
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8. Where has the strange green glass sheets been found? Why did scientists think the
ancient green glass is exactly like green glass found near nuclear blast sites in New
Mexico during World War II?
9. Tell us about The Mojave Incident where a married couple were held captive for
hours by three different types of aliens. Describe the incredible discoveries found in
the Mojave Desert and why the government might have confiscated these discoveries.
10. Some ufologists estimate there are between 18 to 45 different alien species visiting
Earth. You believe that the Reptilian race is a species indigenous to Earth which you
wrote about in Ancient Serpent Gods. Why do you think they are terrestrial and have
been here for 200 million years?
11. Tell us the warning that John Lear told the late Art Bell on Coast to Coast AM about
aliens and their horrifying experiments on humans?
12. Friend or Foe? There are stories of benevolent aliens and malevolent aliens—tell us
what happened in Vietnam.
13. You investigated the bizarre cattle mutilations in the late 1970s and into 1980. What
did you discover?
14. You believe in time travel and believe there are multiverse and parallel worlds where
some of these beings exist and visit Earth. Explain?
15. So many weird things are happening in the news in the past few years—strange
sightings in the sky, sinkholes, fissures opening up, mysterious booms reported
worldwide, increased seismic and volcanic activity, animals and sea creatures dying
worldwide, extreme violent weather and this year record breaking heat. You as well
as Native Americans and Indigenous Elders have been forewarned of these events by
the Star Beings and aliens. What are the prophecies given to Native Americans?
16. Many women feel they have been abducted by aliens and had a hybrid baby that was
taken from them? Tell us about Lisa and her mother and why they know their Rh 0
negative blood is related to alien DNA.
17. You believe alien-human hybrids are Earth’s future generations after the cleansing of
the Earth. Why?
18. Earth goes through cyclical geological changes from time to time. If these horrible
events continue escalating worldwide, do we have any positive predictions for us to
look forward to in the near and far future?
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